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The August Journal should be fat with accounts of the summer caving
holiday camps. Wessex members have enjoyed caving holiday in the
Dordogne, Lnzarotte, the Ardeche, Montenegro  and Greece in May, June
and July, but only the outings to Lanzarotte and Montenegro have yielded
accounts for this Journal. A similar dearth of accounts has afflicted the Log
Book at Upper Pitts. On the plus side, I’ve been receiving a magnificent
selection of caving accounts from some of our more distant members, and
as is so often the case, it’s the personalities as much as the activities which
enrich the Journal. “Welcome Home” , then to Dave Barrett (“Flip Flop”)
and Paul Hadfield, even if Paul’s contributions in this Journal are much
involved with the sad loss of Ian Jepson.  Paul, Flip Flop and Chris
Binding have sent so much fascinating material that I have held some over
for our special 75 . Anniversary Issue. Closer to home,  the Charterhouseth

extension reported briefly in the last Journal has taken Charterhouse past
the 200 metre depth point, and the cave is still “Going”, at minus 203
Metres and 2 Kms long.which is a magnificent achievement.

Ian’s death was reported in the last Journal, with the promise of the
following appreciations in this one. We are indebted to Aubrey Newport,
Ian Mckenzie  and Paul Hadfield for their contributions. 

Aubrey Newport writes:  Ian died suddenly on 11th May aged 61 years. He
started caving in the 1960s whilst at Beechen Cliff School in Bath and soon
joined the Wessex Cave Club. Ian’s interest in caving continued for the rest
of his life.

In the 1970s Ian was most active, digging such sites as Sidcot Dig,
Vicarage Passage and Abandoned Hope. It was not unusual for Ian to say
something like “lets go and move 100 buckets out of Sidcot Dig to work
up a thirst”.

Ian joined Wessex trips to the Picos de Europa and enjoyed many
club trips to South Wales and Yorkshire. He was dependable underground
and always willing to do his share of the work.  Most friends have
memories of Ian which will be rekindled by a bottle of Glava!
Ian’s Cremation was at Haycombe Crematorium on Wednesday, 3rd June
2009.
Aubrey Newport.

Ian Mckenzie writes: Ian Jepson also had  friends in Canada where he
caved a bit in the mid-1980s. Oddly, a photograph of Ian appears in the
most recent edition of The Canadian Caver, standing in front of the 72m
deep shaft Dooley's Drop which he helped explore in 1983.  Ian and I were
also on the first explorations of Bluebell Cave in 1984, and if I recall
correctly he was in the helicopter when we first spotted Close To The Edge
in 1985, subsequently explored to -470m.  Ian kindly hosted me for part of
my first caving trip to Britain in 1984.  He was a friendly guy with a great
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sense of humour. Ian Mckenzie

Paul Hadfield  writes: Ian Jepson and
I were particularly close and on his
death I was asked to provide some
background yarns.  The following
happened on a trip with Ian Jepson to
the Pyrenees in summer ’76 and I
believe has been used in Ian’s obit in
Descent (Rich Whitcomb). I believe it
was also mentioned in his eulogy.
Along with other tales.

Epic in the Pyrenees (27  Augustth

1976)  With Ian Jepson
An early descent of what is now
known as Pozo Estella. The two of us
bottomed the cave to the then terminus
and on the way out, three pitches from
the exit, were hit by a flood pulse. I
was stranded on a ledge about 50'
above the bottom of a 150' pitch - Ian
was at the head of the pitch and had
used the rope (the pitch was laddered)
to haul the gear (we were de-tackling
450m of pitches) and the lifeline was
getting snarled and hung up as he tried
to drop it back down to me. Ian
climbed down some 50' unsecured, to
free the line, then re-ascended to line
me up.  By this time, what had been a
dry resting place was under a continuous deluge of ice cold water. The water chilled me to a point where I had

no feeling in my hands and I could not
grip the ladder.  I had to put my arms
through the ladder and pull myself up
with my elbows, usually using just one
foot on the rungs whilst the other was
bridging on the walls. There's no doubt
in my mind that it was only Ian's
generous help on the lifeline and his
actions in getting it back down to me
that saved my life - that, and the use of
his armpits to re-warm my hands and
the contents of a packet of dextrose that
he stuffed into my mouth. We exited
after a continuous 25 hour trip with a
mountain of rope and ladder to find our
tent and sleeping gear in a 2" deep
pool.  I understand that a young
Spanish caver was killed in almost
identical circumstances just a month or
so prior.

Best Man at Paul’s Wedding. Photo: Paul Hadfield

Ian at Upper Pitts. Photo: Paul Hadfield
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My journal comments that after this event we took a leisurely route back home, eating and drinking our way via
a meander through Spain and France. Which brings me to another memory of Ian;  his enjoyment of, and gusto
when it came to enjoying his food and drink. I recall when picnicking in a lay-by with Jean Francois Pernette
(then president of ARSIP) and being regaled by him and his companions about the tastelessness of English food
when Jepson's hand appeared in front of me clutching a sandwich. "Here, get him to have a bite of that and tell
you it's tasteless".The sight of a French caver lying on the ground, clutching his throat, heels drumming the
ground followed the almost dismissive bite.  What do you expect from a sandwich with a quarter inch thick layer
of marmite! 

Ian came over to visit me many times over the years and I am to blame (according to him) for the excessive
amount of money he felt obliged to spend on specialised ski equipment  and European ski holidays in order to
improve his skills so that he could better enjoy his Canadian trips.

One day, topping out into a plateau in the Coast Mountains  (BC) we were skiing into a full scale blizzard with
temperatures in the minus 25 range. With wind chill and air temperature it was very uncomfortable, even dressed
in the very best absortex. In the side of my vision (we were of course goggled) I noticed Ian stop and turn around.
Because it was so cold I just kept my head down and plodded on, eventually reaching a somewhat sheltered spot
about forty minutes later. After a few minutes Ian arrived. Walking a little bandy legged but smiling .Subsequent
conversation revealed that his genitalia had begun to suffer from the cold when we hit the full force of the gale.
His solution had been to insert one of his caving kneepads into his groin beneath his clothing. Thus wind
proofed, comfort had returned and all was made well. To this day, I know of no-one else who carries caving
kneepads on alpine ski touring trips. 

Another  occasion that perhaps examples why Ian liked it so much in this part of the world. We had just skinned
up to a ridgeline above the Bear Pass, overlooking the Cambria Ice field. The conversation went something like:-

"Where's the nearest town, Paul ?"
"Stewart, about 25 miles".
*How many people live there ?"
"About 450"
"Not very many, where's the next nearest place?"
"Well, there's Kitwanga, 100 miles away"
'Population?"
"Maybe three or four hundred"
"I mean town, you know, with people"
"How about Smithers, or Terrace ?"
"And how many live there ?"
"Well, Smithers is close to five thousand, and Terrace is big, there's almost ten thousand population there".
"And how far away are they ?"
"In a straight line, not too far, maybe a hundred and fifty miles each"
"That's what I mean."   Paul Hadfield

Valete Mike Holland. Mike Holland who was a very active member of the Wessex for some years in the late
1950s and early 1960s has sadly died from liver cancer. His funeral was on 10  July. Mike was a stalwart in theth

work on Blue Pencil passage and subsequent maypole trips up Cowsh Aven. A fuller appreciation in the next
journal. 
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Ogof Ffynnon Ddu: A brief reminder to all cavers who wish to go to OFD I. 
To reach the entrance it is necessary to pass close to the landowner’s house and go through his garden; he also
draws his water from the system.
 
With these factors in mind:
1 - Please be considerate by being as quiet as possible when crossing over the land.
2 - Would groups making a midweek trip ensure that their leader contact the family at Y Grithig beforehand,
giving as much notice as possible. (This is to protect their water supply.) Their telephone number is on a notice
next to the keys at the SWCC H.Q.& is also held by the local keyholders.
3 - Those Clubs who do not have a registered guest leader may apply to SWCC for a leader to take their party
in.  Applications should be made to the Assistant Secretary.
NB. The SWCC have requested that we use our real names rather than nicknames on the permit.

Under stairs key.  Dave Upperton now has one. There is a list of key-holders on the notice board. The padlock
has been replaced and the new keys are now common to  Under Stairs, Black Walls and Sales. 

Upper Pitts Insurance Cover Our Upper Pitts insurance cover depends on our exercising, in law, a “Duty of
Care” There is no possibility that the Insurance Company would pay out for damage caused by events such as
recent tower-top sofa burning, not matter how accidental and un-intended the consequences. 

Ratfest Digging Fund  There was a small amount of money left after the various Ratfest activities. This has been
divided equally between seven Mendip clubs and donated to their digging funds in accordance with Tony’s wish.
The Wessex does not currently have a specific digging fund and so we are seeking suggestions on how it should
be used. The money must be spent on purchasing supplies or equipment for use in cave digs. Please let the
Committee know of any ideas or requests for a share of the funds.

Swildons Approaches   The dry-stone walls encountered on the walk-in to Swildons had become badly trodden
down and collapsed. They have been rebuilt, at considerable expense. Please cross them using the built-in stiles
and do not short cut or climb over them 

Requests to Caving Secretary If you have a request for a particular caving trip, especially out-of-area, then
please ask Les Williams if he can help arrange one in addition to our North and South Wales, and Devonshire
weekends. 

Upper Pitts Spring Clean.  On Thursday 04 June the whole of Upper Pitts had a heavy duty spring clean. Could
I please remind everyone that the cleaning/ tidying of Upper Pitts is the responsibilty of the membership. Thanks
to those of you who do make the effort.
On a side note, Brian and Brenda Prewer have taken on a lot of the cleaning and bin duties in recent years, and
now feel that they are at a stage of their lives when they would like to take a step back from this. We owe them
a huge debt of thanks, but this of course places more emphasis on the members keeping the hut as you would
like it. It also means that the bins need to be put out. Any volunteers or ideas for this appreciated. Lou

Upper Pitts Rubbish  Bins The Rubbish bins need to be at the road gate  on Wednesdays afternoons. This is
a perennial problem unless someone is in occupation on a Tuesday night or Wednesday  morning. The problem
is that the collection is every other week. But the only safe way to ensure they are emptied is to put them out for
every Wednesday.  In general the last leavers on a Sunday evening should trundle the bins down the drive for
collection. 
The recycling bins need to go by gate by Monday night weekly and back in whenever they are empty and ready
for re-use. The burnable stuff should be burnt  whenever the day is suitable.  Lou

Changing Room Floor The Changing Room floor tends to become very muddy over the course of a weekend.
It is not self-cleaning, and our Hut Warden should not be expected to mop it down: that’s the responsibility of
the cavers using it. So people changing late on a Sunday should leave time to do a bit of housework there. Plainly
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the floor would stay far cleaner if people would shed their boots and coveralls outside: this problem on really
only arises from  cavers returning from Swildons, St.Cuthberts, Eastwater and North Hill, so if the weather is
so dire that you don’t want to shed clothes outside, then at least wash the worst of the mud off at the equipment
cleaning space. 

Star Mine
A recent visit to Star Mine revealed that the  lock was missing from the gate. This has now been replaced with
a new one but can everyone please check if they go there to make sure its ok.
One of the agreements of access is that we keep the gate locked as it is on a public foot path and the land owner
doesn't want and problems. Paul Wakeling.

Starless River The Club has invited Tony Seddon to the hut on Saturday 10th October 2009 Tony’s “Starless
River Company” is a supplier of caving equipment and will be displaying a couple of brands of Caving
Equipment currently not for sale in the UK, as well as ones that everyone knows (Petzl, and others in the Lyon
Import portfolio).
We hope that Club Members will take the opportunity to see what brands of new equipment are available and
invite you to attend on these dates should you wish. 
Items are available for sale to members and any guests who are staying at Upper Pitts at the time.

75 . Anniversary Dinner All Wessex members should have had a dinner booking form enclosed with the lastth

Journal, 316. If you’ve didn’t, or have mislaid yours, you can download one (It’s a PDF) from the Wessex web-
site, or ask any Committee member for a replacement. Wendy must have bookings back by 28 . September.th

The Wessex “At Home” Day  
Plans for entertaining the landowners and farmers who allow us access to our Mendip caves at our “At home”,
or “Open” day are coming on well, with the basic format being an all day BBQ with a variety of entertaining
activities and informative displays throughout the day. The details will be displayed up-to-date on the Notice
board but current plans includer Abseil experience, a tug-of-war, slide and films shows and display boards
exhibiting the life and times of the Wessex. Personal contact and hosting will be much more important, however,
so we need lots of members to come and show a friendly
face and act as hosts. 

  Las Brenas Lava Tunnels,

surveying trip, Lanzarote: 
Tuesday 5  May 2009th

A cast of two (Capt. Chrispy and Menacer)  plus a dead

rabbit 

We’d been kinda putting it off, knowing from an earlier trip
here last year (2008) that the place was (a) hard going and
(b) complex, to put it mildly; however, our holiday was just
rolling along in a state of perfection and, being human, this
was an intolerable impost about which clearly we had to act.
So, after a morning of sun lounging by the pool and a
leisurely tapas lunch at Yaiza, we disembarked in a spaghetti
Western-style dustbowl layby and grabbed our bags of gear,
the most important elements in respective order being: water,
lights, knee pads (Carm had overlooked packing any and my
sense of chivalry was back in the UK, poor thing), SAP,
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Disto, Crackerjack pencil and pen etc.. 

Brenas’ entrance is the least assuming of all the lava tube systems I have yet entered in my limited experience and is much
more akin to something like Rod’s Pot or Sidcot Swallet as it is, in effect, a person-sized gap between jammed rocks set
in a small surface depression. It blows a hooley[tm], which is reassuring for anyone who has thoughts of a wasted journey
culminating in an underground spasm amounting to little more than being in and out in a couple of minutes. 

GPS for  Brenas: 0616113 3200535. The entrance is just off the side of the road, easily missed until you know where it
is! - Park in a layby about 50 metres uphill on the right hand side of the road.
On station, and as I chummed up with the mummified bunny, Carm got out her note pad and scribbling began; the slow

pace of movement while surveying was an
ideal approach to this classic “hard work/hot
going” cave of mirth. Although clearly
composed of the typical lava characteristics
we had come to know and love, (flat
meandering level floors, gentle gravity-
dominated gradients, snagging lavamites,
crunchy knee stuff, pointy swarf abounding,
gypsum crystal-fluff) etc., Las Brenas is an
alluring maze and we had harboured initial
thoughts of spending time surveying the
multiple complex of closed loops near the
entrance but while driving and again
discussed over luncheon, this changed to a
secondary plan – the “way on” (which we
didn’t manage to follow to its conclusion on
our other visit) is an Ariadne’s Thread of
black nylon string which runs ahead,
tantalisingly turning here and there and
forever beckoning, leading... where,
precisely...?  Today’s mission, therefore, was

to dispense with closed loops and simply hunt the string and
plot its course, to the point where the system changes
character from its semi-hateful rasping cheesegrateyness into
a much worse cloaca-like hell pit with oppressive humidity
and disconcerting warmth. Certainly it seemed like an
obvious choice and since this objective met with all round
approval I also demurred and gave it my seal of approval. 

After a bit of a mix-up with station numbering which was
remedied by a highly efficient frank and free data exchange
we got into a good working relationship and started making
progress, using obvious protrusions as stations with some
reassurance to be found from noting other surveying station
markings (A, A4, A6 etc.) here and there which means (a)
someone has already surveyed the whole place, (b) someone
had a go and got bored or otherwise distracted, (c) someone
was marking the walls in the hope that, one, day, it would
mislead a bunch of future surveyors into thinking they
weren’t the first people to take such pains. Or (d) a host of
other possibilities; perhaps the surveyors were laying out
string as they went and, one day when we finally follow it to
its bitter end, we’ll rediscover their leathery remains and be
able to retrieve their valuable notes from the boulder collapse
(or othersuch stereotyped demise) and scurry off to process
their data and, Lord be Praised!, claim the results as our own.
Anyway, enough of such pipedreaming and back to the matter
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in hand. 

Based on our recollection of Brenas, we were expecting the survey data to show the route to be very convoluted and the
place seemed to give the overall trend of a wobbly spiral slowing going lower and lower. However, from today’s
equipment readings it soon became very obvious that we were pretty much heading on a near-constant north-westerly path

and gently, but assuredly,
trending uphill (ie going against
the flow, or heading upstream,
as it were); certainly we knew
there was a “lower series”
because the junction leading to
the depths was our objective for
today – the lower series has a
marked change of character
since it becomes notably more
humid and the air also appears
to be poorer; we reckon there is
a slow water feed (Carm
suggested it’s possibly coming
from someone’s swimming pool
as the moist warm air has a tint
of chlorine about it); it’s easy to
imagine such a source and the
resulting dripping trickling
d o w n  t h r o u g h
expansion/contraction cracks in
the tunnel floor whereupon it
reaches hot(ter) regions and
evaporates off, sauna-like, to

produce the oppression. 

Changes of character: “there are even some places where you can stand up” (an apt quote originally emanating from Geoff
Ballard when he described Ogof Carno to a bewildered Mendip rag-tag one evening in Cheddar “It’s got everyfink you
love `bout Mendip ... and there’s a coupla places where you can stand up” – coming from a gravitationally challenged
specialist, it was hard to know whether this was a good thing or a bad thing); anyway, it’s certainly true of Las Brenas
– although to be honest, there are actually four places where a normal height person (ie me, not Carm) can stand and
stretch their spine into an upright
stance. 

The floor changes character, too;
there are many lava ripples, eddies,
overlaps, cascades, inlet “turds”
(for want of a better description!),
contraction cracks (some of which
are metres deep and around 5cm
wide) in the floor, sandy floors,
smooth floors, ruckled floors; the
walls have their own character, too
– rounded, arched, jagged, rippled,
crystal-coated, iron-coloured,
glazed (looking surprisingly
calcite/flowstone-like), cracked,
crumbly; the lava lumps variously
charcoal-like, porous, white, black,
grey, dark red, yellow, soft, spikey,
rounded, “melting”, large and
small. I guess it’s a bit like caving
– the more time you spend
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underground, the more differences you note whereas on your first trip it’s “all the same... rocky”. 

Las Brenas is certainly not a venue for which you would find willing volunteers, however; it is in the category of “caves
which would reaffirm non-cavers’ prejudices about why they would never go there in the first place” and is arduous and
often unpleasant work; my ploy with knee pads was pretty good but refinements would be:

2 sets of neoprene knee pads
1 set of elbow pads
1 good pair of thick rubberised gloves
1 very sturdy drag bag (non-snagging/streamlined) for water carrying 
1 litre of water per person, minimum
1 lightweight close-fitting helmet
Energy bar/drink
A complete change of clothing plus more water on the surface

However, don’t be deterred; Las Brenas is a
top-ranking lava tunnel experience which will
appeal to cavers specifically because of its
physical challenge – low crawls, little traverses,
stooping, more low crawls (some on sand;
others better done by reptation, over crinkled
lava), hands and knees, “up close and personal”
flat-out bits, too. Then there’s the joy(s) of the
lower series – similar obstacles but with the
added fun of a sauna, just to make doubly
certain that the sweat does indeed get into your
eyes. 

After about 60 legs, and four hours
underground, we finally reached our goal and
finished up note-taking; we spent a little time
noting that there was a continuation at our
present level, upstream and that the junction

with the “lower series” was indeed where there was a notable change of atmosphere from dry to humid; many of the
surfaces hereabouts were moist, signifying indeed that water was getting in – the route we had followed was most likely
the continuation of the main inlet which carried on upstream from the drop down point – the drop down point itself being
a “new” route lava had found – but hopefully the completion of surveying here will answer that question – but that’s a
story for another trip(s) – there’s more to Las Brenas: it certainly looks as though it will continue being a challenge finding
out. 
Watch out for the next thrilling instalment and the completed survey, some time in (or after) 2010!

(Editor’s note of apology. All the photos were taken on Carmen’s camera. For technical reasons it proved
impossible to put the correct individual captions with the images).
 

 Venezuela  -- Caving in the Roraima Tepui 
The Oldest Caves in the World?
Dave Barrett
In the south-eastern corner of Venezuela is the country’s second largest national park, Canaima National
Park. Within its three million hectares, approximately 30 table mountains composed entirely of sandstone
rise from the surrounding lowland. The local name for these mountains is ‘tepui’. The tepui are world
renowned formations, containing many species of fauna and flora unique o them alone. They stretch beyond
the western edge of the National Park to the border with Columbia 
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Mount Roraima is the highest tepui, first ascended in 1884 and now vited by hundreds of trekking tourists
every year. Its plateau area is around 34 square kilometers and the vertical sides of the cliff faces span from
300m – 500m. These cliffs are the reason why it took so long to ascend to the top and also the reason why
life evolved in isolation from the lands surrounding it. The summit marks the point where Brazil, Guyana
and Venezuela boders meet. At this exact point (called triple point) the altitude is 2723 metres. Surrounding
the tepui is the Gran Sabbana, a large predominantly grassy savannah cut by sinuous river valleys.  

In 2004, I joined a team to explore the caves on the summit of Roraima. These caves are carved into some of
the oldest rocks in the world so are possibly the oldest caves in the world. They have been known ever since
people first ascended the plateau though nobody knew where they went or how long they were. The
Venezuelan Speleological Society organized the expedition, inviting the Oxford University Caving Club to
join them. In total the team numbered nine people.    

Getting to the Summit
Paraitepui village is the starting
point for the trek to the
mountain. It is populated by
Pemon-indians with the majority
of them working as porters for
the trekking trips. Also located
here is the Parks Office where
everyone must register. Usually,
hikers take 3 days to get to the
summit and 2 days to return,
spending no more than a couple
of days on top. We planned to
stay on the mountain for a week
which meant taking a lot more
food as well as our caving and
camping equipment. Our packs
averaged 22 kg each.

The route across the savanna is
completely open to the elements.

Trees are few, only found
on the sides of the small
ravines that the rivers
flow in, so there is little
shade from the hot sun.
On the occasions that it
rained, it rained hard and
water washed over the
hard sand floor toward
the river ravines very
quickly. Though it was
hot, we moved along
easily, covering 12km to
the Tok campsite where
we spent the night.
 
On the second day we
did 10km with a height
gain of 720m to the base-
camp site, crossing

The march in. River crossing. Photo: Dave Barrett

Kukenan Tepui.   Photo: Dave Barrett.
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several rivers on the way. In this middle part are the infuriating “jejenes”, swarms of small gnats whose bites
itch for almost a week. There is also little water available. Near base camp Roraima’s walls start to dominate
the skyline, and the ground becomes more orange and rocky. In the afternoon the mountain is usually
covered in cloud but the Kukenan tepui to the left of it remains bathed in sunlight. Very strange. 

The third day amounted to a distance of only
2.5km but 830m ascent to reach the summit. It is unrelentingly
steep, often following the line of a channel floored
with small boulder and cobble debris. There is a
lot more undergrowth and trees on the steeper
slopes even though a fire in 1925 reduced the tree
cover significantly. After about an hour and a half,
a waterfall cascading from a fissure cave is
reached. A little welcome respite follows with
easier going on some flatter traverse sections
which culminate in a viewing point of the ‘Ramp’
and waterfall. The Ramp is the point where initial
exploration on expeditions of the late 1800’s had
turned back as it was thought impassable. Water
crashes down from a great height, eroding the
mountainside and removing any paths. 

This is now the final part of the trek with the
summit (though you may not recognize it) in
view. Going downhill in a slippery cutting, leads
to a scree slope at the base of the waterfall. If you
are not already wet then crossing under the
waterfall will drench you! Taking care on this
section, we picked our way across the slope and
into a cliff undercutting which shielded us from
the worst parts of the waterfall. Here, the cliff face
is all broken up with a great danger of falling
rocks. The same applies when starting to ascend
again – people moving above can easily dislodge
rocks that tumble down toward those lower down.
From the Ramp to the top takes around 30
minutes. 
On arrival at the top of Roraima I could begin to understand why people often describe this place as a “lost
world”. Firstly, it’s tough getting here and once here it feels very remote. Secondly, the surface looks as
though it has sustained the ravages of weather for a long, long time (which it has!), the black rock eroded
into strange shapes. In between the rocks, a pink sand floor, pools of clear water and stubby green plants.
Lastly, the mist – it rolls in quickly and quietly, exaggerating that feeling of remoteness. Once the group was
together we moved toward the interior.

The biggest problem is navigating. Being a plateau and largely flat, there are few landmarks to help and it is
easy to get lost quickly, especially when it is misty. We headed for an outcrop, our guide picking his way
between big rocks and around large pools of water. This outcrop is a “hotel”, the name given to camping
places on the summit, cuttings eroded into the sandstone. Our hotel lay further away, “Hotel Guacharo”.  

Our hotel was sheltered, very important as, even though it is the dry season (December to March) it still rains
often and heavily.  When the sun shines it is warm with a risk of burning otherwise it feels quite chilly. The
hotel also had a small cave at the back called “Guacharo Cave” though it was known to be low with no way
on. Being near the edge of the plateau, weather permitting, we could get a view over the vast savannah

The Waterfall on the sumit path. Note the tiny figures
beneath it.   Photo: Dave Barrett
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below. The route in was clearly visible, a colourful group of tents marked the location of base camp; I
thought about the trials those travelers would shortly need to go through to arrive where we now were.   

The Caves
The surface of Roraima is covered with
fissures of different sizes. Some of these take
large volumes of water which must find its
way to the savannah below through caves.
The Venezuelans had already been here
several times before, mapping certain
sections of cave and our objective was to
continue the mapping and to explore a
fissure located on a previous trip. At the time
Roraima was known to have three separate
caves totaling about 6km in length.  

At the fissure we used a large rock as a fixed
anchor to drop a line and abseil into the slot.
Tighter at the top, it belled out into a free
hang, the filtered sunlit partially lighting up
the walls. On the bottom the floor was a little
slippery, the damp enough to support some
plant life. In the walls could be seen the
horizontal layers of bedding from when the
sandstone was first laid down. A network of
crawls spread out here, sometimes leading to
other fissures: eventually they all met in one
larger passageway with a stream. This part of
the cave was much more impressive, very
big in places, beautiful orange/pink walls,
some deep pools and beach-like areas of pink
sand. The only part I did not like was the
large amount of floor to ceiling spider webs
which we had to break through to progress.
We followed the stream for a long way until
it disappeared below the floor. Higher up
daylight poured in through a slot, a window

somewhere on the 500 metre high Roraima cliff face. Outside on the debris slope we perched on the exposed
edge taking in the views across the savanna still a long way below. Where the water came out was unknown.

The network of crawls was more difficult to map, requiring several visits. On the last day, a small group
went into the small Guacharo Cave at the back of our hotel just for a look around. When they arrived at the
supposed “dead-end” they pushed through a squeeze to emerge into the cave which we had explored at the
bottom of the fissure! This proved to be a very valuable find because it linked this cave to the other larger
cave making it overall one system.  

Another entrance explored is near one of the regular paths that people use to walk to the hotel. A large debris
pile marks the entrance and one has to climb down the rocks before finding the cave entrance. It was here
that I saw the famed Roraima Emerald Green Humming Bird drinking from a small pool. Inside the cave is a
stream which tumbles down a rift to emerge at deep pools further in. 

During the trip the team managed to link the three known caves into one, making Roraima del Sur Cave the
longest sandstone cave network in the world, at over 10km.    

Roraima Fissure exploration. Photo: Dave Barrett
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Geology
The rock type of the mountains is quartzite, a hard metamorphosed sandstone. It appears black due to
weathering or algae growth – its true colour is pink and this can be best seen in the caves and any freshly
broken rock pieces. There are many examples of lamination, ripple marks and other sedimentary features.
Caves in sandstone are not common because this type of rock is much less soluble in water. The savannah
sits on the oldest rock of all, a basement of pre-Cambrian rocks called the “Guyana Shield”, around 3.5
billion years old. This basement rock is a tough metamorphosed volcanic rock, similar to the North
American craton. Heat from this metamorphism is probably what caused the original sandstone to become
quartzite.

Roraima and the other tepui are all that remain of a large area of sandstone originally deposited onto the
Shield over a long period of time, slowly compacting and silicifing. Later, erosion began to wear away the
sandstone, leaving the mountain remnants we see today. On the savannah, many of the small mounds are
debris from the breakdown of these former mountains (talus slopes).  Near the rivers are surface deposits of
jasper, a semi-precious stone (don’t try taking samples, the Park guard will search you and your baggage on
return to the Park Office!). 

Plants
Most of the flora on the tepui is unique with half of the species known only from Roraima. The sandstone
rock has little mineral content resulting in poor quality soils with few nutrients to support abundant plant life.
Because it rains often, the soils are easily washed away,  again making it difficult  for plants to get a
foothold.  Denser vegetation exists in depressions and cracks where water and soil can gather more easily.
These cracks also provide shelter from the fierce sun. Even though the Roraima plants tend to be very tough
plants, many of them are also beautifully coloured. One type can be eaten raw as food and yes, we did try it!
Dave Barrett   

Amongst its membership the Wessex has several Cave Conservation Wardens who can organise trips to the
following restricted access caves. Please bare in mind that they all give up their time voluntarily.Their
primary responsibility is to safeguard the cave and its owner. Our continued access depends on this, so please
neither abuse the entry conditions, nor ask our Wardens to connive in bending the rules. 

Bunkers Hole
 Dave Meredith (To be confirmed)
 Les Williams (To be confirmed)
Charterhouse
 Alison Moody
 Rosie Freeman
 Rose Harrison-Wolf
Dan y Ogof
 Geoff Ballard
 Vern Freeman
 Emma Heron (To be confirmed)
 Mark Kellaway
 Clive Westlake
Fairy Cave Quarry Caves
 Jacky Ankerman
 Vern Freeman
 Phil Hendy
 Brian Prewer
 Chris Binding

Loxton Cavern
 Dave Cooke
 Adrian Vanderplank
 Stuart Gardiner
 Chris Binding

OFD 1
 Dave Cooke
 Mark Helmore
 Andy Morse
 Brian Prewer
 Jonathan Williams
 Les Williams
 Clive Westlake 
Penn Park Hole
Dave Mason
Andy Jackson
Reservoir Hole
Vern Freeman
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 Phil Hendy
 Pete Hann
 Aubrey Newport
 Chris Binding
St Cuthberts
 Ric Halliwell
 Vern Freeman

 Alison Moody
 Andy Sparrow 
Grebe Swallet
 Chris Binding
 Phil Hendy

   Montenegro:   Joint Club Expedition June 2009
A brief report from Chris Binding; a full report in the next Journal. 

WCC members, Christopher Binding and Carmen Smith, along with 6 others (a multi-club expedition) have
just returned from a successful two week expedition to Montenegro, in a twin-pronged project - firstly to
revisit and push an undescended shaft in a cave, PT4, which marked the previous end of an 2004 expedition
by the Belgrade Caving Club, at a depth of ~178m and secondly to look at other entrances in the locality.

The trip was very successful with the previous known end of cave PT4 being extended by 5 further pitches
and a "Montenegran Significant" amount of fine stream passage. Still ongoing....
The weather was however abysmal...

Chris was the rigger and altogether worked for 8 days (trips totalled >55hrs underground) in PT4; the
undescended shaft was soon conquered (the final of a series of enormous cascading "Yorkshire-style"
pitches, altogether descending over 100m) which lead to an area of choked boulders and mudbanks; a route
underneath boulders, "Moonmilk Pitch", was found and progressed, descending with dip of about 50 degrees
giving a choice of strike-aligned mud pots; the furthest was rigged and descended (Mud Slide Pitch) which
opened to another high clean-washed aven inlet; the water flowing from this had carved an impressive
vadose trench; a mud-coated traverse and naturally-rigged pitch of about 15m emerged, after a short
meander, to a three-way stream junction. Glorious horizontal progress with multiple inlets and some great
Mendip-style cascades appeared to end at a large boulder choke (ceiling 16+m above!); a circuitous and
necky route was forged and regained the streamway, descending to a dicey "free climbable" 11m waterfall
(but soon rigged for safety!); further streamway, traversing, plunge pool and gour broke out into dark space
(ceiling beyond reach of laser!) and a twin pitch waterfall totalling ~30m. Descent of this "White Line
Waterfall Pitch" onto a spray-lashed ledge atop a Longwood/August style Swing Pitch Waterslide/Cascade
(another 30m, approximately 70 degree dip!) closed down to a crabwalk and further slope, followed by more
scalloped cascade-type wet climbs and a boulder choke; a route through was soon located (squeezey) and
walking size passage continued to an area of mud banks, steeply dropping into another vadose trench; the
mud banks in the region of 20m high with a huge black void visible ahead (sadly the 825 lumen lamp being
tested during the expedition had run out of full battery power by this time... doh!). In true Ghar Parau
tradition, the expedition ran out of time to go further as it already had more passage than time allowed to
survey. Goshdarnit!

We have not processed the surveyed section data yet but we estimate that the depth has doubled (probably to
400m or even slightly more) and the length has tripled. The cave, named PT4, is now well inside the top 10
deepest Montenegrin caves, with potential for about another 300m!

We still haven't found the gigantic river system which appears to have formed the cave, though, so it appears
all this may just be an inlet!!!

Film, pics and write up should be delivered at this year's Hidden Earth, held at Churchill (near Burrington):

15 pitches and still going.... 
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Saturday April 25 2009 Stoke Lane Slocker Emma Herron, Jason Mallinson.
A Trip to Stoke 8. Sump 6 needed digging out, as did the end of Sump 7. Bit of route finding ? through the
boulders in Stoke 7. Easier to de-kit here and pass stuff through. Line gettingloose in Sump 2.  Emma

Saturday May 9 2009   Thrupe Lane Swallet, Cookie, Tim Ball, Laura Trowbridge, Clive Westlake, Ade
Bennett.
Being my first SRT trip for a quite some time a trip to Thrupe seemed to be a good way too dust off those
cobwebs from my rather under used SRT kit.
Tim led rigging pithes for the rest to follow,from entrance pitch we took a route down through steel gate and
then down steep rift to Perserverance pot,
Descending pot was made easy with SRT kit. The return trip back up required a bit more effort!On to Butts
Chamber & past shower bath leading too Marble Chamber and then Marble streamway with some great
seams of marble running along its length making it very interesting.
Coming out onto Atlas Pot we took the right hand wall upwards to traverse rock ledge leading too Lateral
pitch, once below pitch we made our way down too bottom of cave passing connection for Slither pot and
onto Gravel choke marking our finishing point for trip. A great cave to get back into SRT mode, good
company & advice coming from Clive & Laura during trip made it a more relaxing and enjoyable trip for me,
can't wait to get back there. Ade

Saturday May 16 2009 Fester Hole Maurice, Judy, Tommo.
Depleted team to Fester but still got 34 boats out by cunning use of slide-way of scaffold planks. Found
bedrock in one place.... we didn’t want it. Then Tom found a more promising area straight on.   Maurice

Monday May 25 2009 Swildons Herbie Plant, Cameron Mason (14), Levi Gough (13), Andy Bliss, Daniel
Bliss.
First trip for Cameron, second for Levi, who both made me start feeling my age as they were right behind me
all the way to Sump One. Cameron didn’t fancy the sump on his first trip, so I came back through and kept
him company while the others went on an had a look at Sump Two. Andy
 led on the way back up and they all had to keep waiting for me to catch up! Yes, I’m getting old.  Herbie

Wednesday May 27 2009   Swildons 9  Dave Upperton, Chris Hall.
Wednesday night trip, started a bit earlier than usual. Chris via Sump 6 by-pass while I dived it. Both on to 9;
no issues, however a strong smell of fuel coming from the dripping aven between Sumps 1 and 2; the smell
carried to 5, but no oil pollution could be seen on the water at any point.
Uppy.

Saturday June 6 2009 Fester Hole. Maurice, Judy, Tommo. 
Four weeks ago, Tommo, Stu, Kevin and Jed(?) Removed 40 boats from low down at the end of the cave.
They hoped that they were in a tunnel under a solid roof. However the left-hand wall was found to turn under
the floor. The right-hand wall was in solid fill. After this disappointment we removed 15 boats from lowest
point, when Tommo found a calcite floor which had a small triangular hole in it.  On investigation this
turned out to be a false floor with wet mud below. What next? Total for day: 35 boats.     Maurice
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Saturday July 4 2009   Ogof
Craig a Ffynnon.  Bob
Pyke, Ken Dawe, Doug
MacFar l ane ,  A l i s t a i r
Gordon, Alan Allsop, Keith
Glossop, Stu Genders, Noel
Cleave.
So Dad’s Army goes to war
again. Following (after a
very short recuperation) our
triumphant conquest of
Manor Farm Swallet on 14th

March, we took on the
challenge of Ogof Craig a
Ffynnon. Only Bob and Ken
had been there before, and
for the rest of us, this cave
had long lurked on our “Hit
List”.
Two problems arose
immediately. 1. If you
Google Earth, or Multimap,
the Rock and Fountain

Hotel is shown on the wrong side of the road and 400 yards too far away, and 2. The Rock and Fountain
Hotel has been burnt down anyway. Keith and Noel, arriving from the Cotswolds, sussed this out....
eventually.... and settled down to wait for the rest to make their long drive from Whitewalls. We
rendezvoused..... eventually...... in the alternative car park by the lime-kilns. Getting the snafus out of the
way early was a good bet because the trip underground went like clockwork. Alan did the honours on the
slippery chain climb, which we rigged for safety with ladder and rope. Reading accounts of OcaF, we were
prepared for the passage sizes beyond the chokes, and the formations, but hadn’t realised that this was one
seriously muddy ‘ole, only rivalled for glutinosity and depth by Otter Hole. Wearing a chic layer of liquid
limestone we followed the tapes religiously as far as the Hall of the Mountain King. Ideally we would have
liked a somewhat longer trip, but beyond the HotMK is an unrewarding crawl, and we didn’t fancy the whole
7 hour end-and-back epic. Keith did the photographic honours and we ambled out with suitable oooohs and
aaaahs looking at the pretties. Inevitably, it was raining as we changed before heading to Whitewalls for
showers, tea and Ken’s marvellous Saffron Cake. Many thanks to Bob for setting this one up.  Noel   

As at 23rd July 2009

Bradford P.C. Bull. 7, 3 (Sep 08)

BCA N/L 10, 11 (Dec 08, Jun 09)
B.C.R.A. Cave and Karst Science 34, 2, 3 (For 2007)
BCRA Transactions (Cave and Karst Science) 34, 1 (for 2007). 35 1, 2 (2008)
            Speleology 12,13 (Summer 08, May 09)
Cave Diving Group N/L 168, 169, 170, 171 (Jul, Oct 08, Jan, Apr 09)
Cerberus S.S. N/L 215 (Winter 08)
Chelsea S.S. N/L 50 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8/9, 10, 11, 12 (Mar – Dec 08 ) 

The geriatrics. Bob Pyke behind the camera .Alistair out of the frame. Photo
courtesy of Keith Glossop. 
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                            51, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (Jan – Jul 09) (New style)
Craven Pothole Club ‘Record’ 93, 94, 95 (Jan, Apr, Jul 09)
Derbyshire Caving Association Information Circular 2001/9 (Nov 08 / Jan 09)
Descent 203, 204, 205, 206, 207 (Aug/Sep, Oct/Nov, Dec 08/Jan09, Feb / Mar, Apr/May 

09)
Devon Speleological Society N/L 152, 154, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164 
           (New Year 95, Summer 96, Spring 04, Mar 05, Mar, Aug 06, Feb, Autumn 07)
Grampian S.G. Bull. 4  Series Vol. 3 No. 5 (Oct 08). th

                                                  Vol. 4 No. 1 (Mar 09)
Mendip Caving Group ‘MCG News’ 349, 350, 351, 352, 353 (Apr, Jun, Aug, Sep, Oct 08) (Upper Flood
update, Stainsby’s Shaft, Bone Hole bones)
M.N.R.C. N/L 119, 120, 121, 122, 123 (Summer, Sep, Dec 08. Winter, Spr 09)
NSS (USA) ‘News’ 66 1-12, 67 1-6 (Jan 08 – Jun 09)
                    Journal of Cave and Karst Studies 71, 1 (Apr 09)
Plymouth Mining and Mineral Club. Jnl. 37, 2, 3 (Oct 07, Feb 08)
Shepton Mallet Caving Club Jnl. 12, 1 (Spr. 08) (Caving in the Lot, Sandford Hill, 

Gibbet’s Brow)
                                                      12, 2 (Aut. 08) (North Wales, Mallorca, Thailand)
Soc. Spel. De Wallonie (Belgium) Regards 69, 70  (Dec 08 / Jan 09, Jul 09)
SUI (Ireland) ‘Underground’ 74, 75 (Spr 08, Spr 09)
South Wales Caving Club N/L 125  (Jun 09)
SWETCCC ‘Speleo’ 17, 1 (2008) (50th Anniversary Souvenir Issue)
Westminster Speleological Group N/L 2008/2), 2008/3, 2008/4, 2009/1 (Apr,Jul, Oct 08, Jan 09)
Wittenburg Univ. S.S. (Ohio) ‘Pholeos’ 27, 1, 2 (Apr 09)

Palmer A.N. Cave Geology
Cave Diving Group. Somerset Sump Index (4th Edn.)
Shaw T.R. (2008) Foreign Travellers in the Slovene Karst 1486 – 1900. 

Donated by Trevor Shaw.

Snippets of new have been filtering back. El Puke has again discovered the
problems with his weird body... he is completely unable to fall down the
fissures in Icelandic lava fields to be parboiled in the molten depths. Mike
Thomas, of course, investigated the attractions of volcanic  felo-de-se, as
recounted in Journal 308, but El Puke has photographic evidence to
demonstrate how his elongation prevented him from plunging to a fiery death. 

So what is it with Lava??? Andy Morse  appears to be the worst offender but
only because he’s inveigled others into the cult. Cap’n Chrispy and Menacer
are seriously addicted too, judging from their account on page 306 - and if you
thought that lava tubes were sort of abrasive, tubular and constricted, just
check out the back cover of this Journal - but wait for the details in Journal
318.

Elsewhere Pauline ventured onto the roaring Ardèche rapids, with Clive.
Despite her Ardèche experience and expertise, she could not keep Clive
upright, so Christine swapped places, only to fail in turn. End of Term Report:

“Clive needs to practice his Canoeing”.  And finally a classic Molephone

El Puke on Pingevellir
fissure. Photo: Lesley Pyke.
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from the past, courtesy of Paul
Hadfield: “The following must have
happened in the early eighties,
shortly after I emigrated. 
Ian Jepson was visiting and we were
crashed in Ian MacKenzie's small
apartment in Jasper. It was winter,
and as Jepson and I made our way to
the pub through the snow covered
streets in the early evening darkness
we found our way blocked by a full
grown and antlered male elk
standing on the sidewalk. He was browsing
on what remained of the green
remnants of someone's hedge and as
we approached, he stopped and
swung his head towards us. 
Faced with several hundred pounds
of well antlered wild herbivore that
we had just disturbed at his supper
we took the sensible course. We took the avoidance route. Withdrawing several tens of metres we crossed
the road and continued towards the pub on the other side of the road. 
There were some moments of silence before Ian spoke. As I recall, his words were something like, "You
know, if we were to recount what we have just seen in the Hunters, it would be assumed that we were on our
way home from the pub, not on our way to it." 

Aug 7  - 16th Aug   Hut Booking   Dickon Morris  3 people

Sep 5 WCC CELEBRATION DAY  Starting at 11:00 AM  Events at Upper Pitts Members only weekend

Sep 6   10:00 AM  Committee Meeting  Upper Pitts
Sep 11- 13th Sept  Hut Booking   Essex Lorry Drivers  (Terry Chew) 20 people

Sep 25th - 27th      Hidden Earth.  The National Caving Conference   Churchill School, Mendip.

Oct 2nd - 4th        Hut Booking  Brighton Explorers (Craig Olive)  15 people

Oct 9th - 11th        Hut Booking  Leeds Uni Caving Club   (Sally Joseph)  20 people  

Oct 11                    Library Booking  10:30 AM Mendip Cave Registry & Archive Meeting

Oct 17         WESSEX AGM  10:30 AM  Hunters Lodge, Priddy 

Oct 17         Committee Meeting 3:00 PM Upper Pitts

Oct 17                     75 .  Anniversary Dinner. 6.30pm. Royal Bath and West Showground. th

Oct 18                     “Sunday After” lunch at Upper Pitts and Mystery outing. 

Captions Please !!! Photo: Christine Grosart.
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Los Lagos lava tube, Lanzarote        Photo: Carmen
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Sandstone Cave Passage. Roraima Tepui.   Photo: Dave Barrett. 


